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Getting Started in Radio Control 
(And an introduction to the Champaign County Radio Control Club) 

Introduction: 

Thank you for your interest in the Champaign County Radio Control Club (CCRCC). Our club 

primarily focuses on radio-controlled (R/C) model airplanes, though many members participate in 

other facets of the hobby such as radio-controlled helicopters, control line airplanes, R/C cars, boats and 

model rocketry. In addition to maintaining a site that is safe and suitable for flying model airplanes, 

one of the club's main objectives is to assist those interested in getting started in radio control. Our 

club has several members who are eager to aid beginners in construction, model setup and flight 

training. On Thursday evenings during summer months, club instructors provide free flight lessons 

using a club-owned training airplane furnished at no charge. All you need supply is a pair of 

sunglasses and a baseball cap. This is an ideal opportunity to visit the site and inquire about the hobby. 

Those interested in learning to fly are eligible for free flight lessons until they are competent to solo, 

but membership in the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) and club membership is required before 

being allowed to solo. 

 
Membership: 

Membership in the CCRCC is required to fly solo at the flying site. Membership fees vary. 

Additionally, you must be a member of the AMA which is the governing body of model aircraft 

activities and provides supplemental insurance to its members. AMA membership costs from 

$15.00/year up to $75.00/year, depending upon your age and other options. You may contact the 

AMA  at 800-435-9262 or join online at www.modelaircraft.org. 
 

Flying Site: 

The CCRCC flying site is located just outside Champaign off Route 150 (Bloomington Road) about 

2 miles west of Mattis Ave. The gated entrance is on the north side of the road. Visitors are welcome 

anytime the gate is open, which is most of the time during daylight hours when the weather is nice. 

The site is located on what is known as ”the old landfill” and has a large mowed area with paved 

runways. Other features include a storage shed and a sun shelter. The address is 3616 W. 

Bloomington Rd. When you visit, please introduce yourself and never hesitate to ask questions. 

 
Getting started recommendations: 

There are several ways to get started in R/C airplanes. Your chances for success will be greatest if you 

start with a .40 cu. in. engine (“forty-size”) or similar size electric trainer with a wingspan of about 60”. 

The total cost of a complete setup costs around $350.00. A .40-size trainer will provide plenty of 

performance and durability and will fly for around fifteen minutes per tank of fuel, thus allowing 

quality instruction time with a flight instructor. Even if you must save for a while, getting started with 

a .40-size trainer is highly recommended. Trainers are available in both almost ready to fly (ARF) and 

wood kit form. By “doing it yourself” and building a kit, you will learn more about the model and be 

more knowledgeable and confident in performing routine maintenance or adjustments during and after 

your flight training program. For many, building is as much a part of the hobby as is flying. However, 

if you would prefer not to build or don't wish to dedicate the time required to build a kit, select an ARF 

model. There are many quality .40-size ARFs to choose from. When ready to move on to your next 

model, the engine and radio equipment may be removed from the trainer and installed in your next 

model. 
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CCRCC MEETINGS: 

The club conducts meetings on the second and fourth Monday of each month. All meetings begin at 

7:00 PM. From October through April, our meetings are held at locations to me announced. From May 

through September, our meetings are held at the club flying site located at 3616 W. Bloomington Rd. 

 

Meetings on the second Monday of each month begin with business discussion and shift toward general 

conversation ending with occasional programs pertaining to modeling. Meetings on the fourth Monday 

are entirely social. Members are encouraged to bring newly completed models to meetings for "Show 

and Tell". Meeting attendance is never mandatory, but occasional attendance is encouraged. Those 

interested in getting started in R/C are always welcome and invited to attend a meeting to learn more 

about the hobby and find out more about getting started. 

 

If you are interested in learning more or are ready for specific recommendations on what to buy, 

introduce yourself to any CCRCC member at the flying site or at a club meeting. You may also 

telephone one of our club officers or contact members: 

 

-Ron Bell 384-1186 

-Bill Crawford 840-6100 

-Scott Dossett 778-8980 

-Tom Griffith 355-6153 

-Bert Henne 352-1159 

-Dan Kemphues 359-9829 

-Mark Overmier 227-621-3283 

-Gerald Sappenfield 582-2850 

 

We look forward to meeting you and helping you get started in this wonderful hobby. Additional 

information is available on the club website: https://CCRCC.club. 
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Proper Maintenance of R/C Equipment for Safe and Reliable Flying 

Radio Equipment 

1. Keep your transmitter and antenna clean. 

2. Always range-check your airplane before the first flight of every day! 

3. If you have analog trims, check to be sure they are properly set before flying. 

4. If you have a crash, always send your receiver in to be checked over. 

5. Consider sending your transmitter and receiver in for service every couple of years to have them 

checked over. 

 
Engine 

1. Before putting your engine away for the winter, apply “After Run Oil”. 

2. If you have an engine that you do not plan to use for a while, apply “After Run Oil” and then 

store it in a sealed plastic bag. 

3. At the beginning of the new flying season, run and adjust the engine at home before going to the 

flying field. 

4. If you have a crash, do not turn the engine over with dirt in it. Wait until you get home. 

Thoroughly wash the engine and carburetor before turning the engine over. Check the 

crankshaft to see if it is straight. If the engine appears to be OK, mount the engine, run it and 

then store it with “After Run Oil”. 

5. It is a good idea to install a new glow plug at the beginning of the flying season. 

 
 

Batteries 

1. Always know the condition of your batteries. This can only be done by cycling your batteries 

periodically and recording the information. This is most easily done if you put the date on the 

battery when you receive it. Then when you cycle the battery, list the date and mAh rating. 

2. Batteries should be cycled 2 to 4 times per year. It is especially important that you do this after 

the winter when your batteries have sat unused for several months. 

3. If you have a pack that after cycling does not come up to at least 85% of the battery’s rated 

capacity, cycle the battery 3 or 4 times. If the battery still does not come up to 85% of its rated 

capacity – e.g. a 1000 mAh battery should charge to at least 850 mAh – replace it. 

4. Always have a large enough pack to properly operate the number of servos you have in your 

airplane. As a general rule: 

4 to 5 servos – 500 mAh “AA” battery minimum 

6 to 8 servos – 1000 mAh “AA” battery minimum 

If you are flying an aircraft that has 7 or 8 servos, it is not a bad idea to step up to a “sub C” size 

battery. 

5. When installing the battery in your airplane be sure that the connector from the battery to the 

switch is secured with tape, shrink tubing or other secure method. 

 

Common sense maintenance of your equipment can be the difference between a fun day of 

flying or a day of frustration! 
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Flight Box 

With the advent of our training sessions on Thursday evenings, I’ve had the occasion to perform a bit of 

maintenance and setup on some of our new member’s planes. In doing so, I’ve learned that most 

newcomers have yet to accumulate the correct tools to perform routine maintenance on their models. 

Therefore, I’ve taken an inventory of my own flight box and listed the most important items below. Of 

course, it can take a long time to accumulate all the tools you need, so don’t feel you have to rush right 

out and buy everything today. Chances are somebody else will have what you need. But, in the 

meantime, it’s a good idea to start accumulating your own tools so you can become self-sufficient 

(besides, sooner or later you’ll be flying on your own!). Here is what you should have in your flight 

box: 

 
Engine Starting Equipment 

Fuel (5% to 15% nitromethane content – 5% is adequate) 

Fuel filling system such as an electric pump or hand-crank pump with required fuel can/filling 

fittings and fuel tubing (I know it’s a tongue twister, but that’s the best description.) 

1.5 Volt glow plug igniter or 1.5-volt battery and glow plug clip 

Optional: Electric starter and small 12-volt battery (This battery may also be used to operate a 

12-volt fuel pump.) 

 
Tools 

Small crescent wrench or correct-size box wrench for the propeller nut (a 10mm wrench works 

for most .40-size engines) 

-and- 

5/16” screwdriver-type socket wrench for glow plugs 

-or 

Hobby-type 4-way wrench (has sizes for glow plugs and propeller nuts) 

Small (#1) Phillips screwdriver 

Pliers 

Medium (#2) Phillips screwdriver 

Small (#4) regular/slotted screwdriver 

Small Allen wrenches as required: 

1/16” is most common for set screws on wheel collars 

2.5mm is most common for 3mm engine screws 

Hemostats (available at the hobby shop – you never know when you’ll need them, but when 

you  do …) 

#1 Hobby knife with sharp #11 blade (keep tip covered in flight box!) 

¼ oz. or ½ oz. of thin or medium CA (glue) for small field repairs 

 
Other 

If appropriate, spare #64 rubber bands for wing hold-down (Always store rubber bands in a 

small container with talcum powder or kitty litter to absorb oil from previous flights). 

Spare, balanced propellers of suitable size (10X6) [10” diameter, 6” pitch] propellers are 

suitable for most .40-size trainers). 

Hint: Remove sharp edges from plastic propellers by lightly sanding with 320-grit sandpaper. 

Spray cleaner and quality paper towels for cleaning the model at the field. 
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Take-off 

Take-offs and Landings 

The take-off is not a maneuver to be done as quickly as possible. The goal is not to get the plane into 

the air at all cost! The take-off is best done when you accelerate slowly down the runway, allowing the 

plane to develop some ground speed so that the air moving past the tail has some effect. Accelerating 

quickly only causes excessive torque that can be difficult to counter, especially with a tail dragger (tail 

wheel-type airplane). 

1. Accelerate slowly. 

2. Counter any torque with input of right rudder. 

3. Add more throttle until the plane has adequate speed to break ground. 

4. Add elevator for a shallow climb-out. Do not get the nose of the plane too high. It could 

stall. 

5. Do not make your turn until you have adequate altitude and airspeed. 

 

Take-offs are optional, landings are mandatory! If the take-off is not going well or does not feel right, 

stop the plane and start over again. 

 
Practice Exercises for Take-offs 

Practice making slow runs down the runway. Do not build up too much speed causing the plane to 

take-off. Concentrate on keeping the plane in the center of the runway. 

 

If you want to practice keeping the plane in the center of the runway without the fear of the plane 

taking-off, remove the wing and practice making fast take-off runs down the center of the runway. 

 

Practice these exercises while standing in the flight stations, not from behind the airplane. It is 

important to gain the required perspective from along-side of the runway. 

 
 

Practice Exercises for Landings 

Practice the placement of the airplane over the runway by making passes over the runway at an altitude 

of 20’. Fly the plane slowly. Practice making adjustments for the wind. When you can consistently 

make passes over the runway at 20’ you will able to land on the runway too. 

 

Make practice landing approaches but don’t actually land. Abort the landing, go around and do it 

again. As you bring the airplane closer to the ground you will be able to see just how far off of the 

runway you are. 

 
Throttle Usage 

Most modelers do not manage the use of the throttle very well. For many, the throttle is always at 

“full” from take-off until it is time to land. Always flying the plane fast makes it difficult to relax while 

you are flying. Throttling back, slowing the plane down will also provide some other benefits. 

 

1. Flying slow is more relaxing. 

 

2. Flying a plane more slowly will often look better in flight, especially if you are flying a scale 

type model. 
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3. Flying slowly, the plane is more susceptible to the changes in the wind. This means you will 

need to make control adjustments to your plane to keep it exactly where you want it. This is 

very good practice! Flying a plane fast, the plane is less affected by the wind. 

 

4. Aerobatic maneuvers will seem easier if you manage the throttle. A loop should begin at full 

power but as you reach the top, the power should be reduced to make a better, round loop. Stall 

turns are also better performed if you remove power as the plane is on the down line. 
 

 

Refer to Figure 1. (next page) for the landing approach. 
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Landing Approach 

People generally do not spend enough time practicing their landing technique. Knowing how to position 

the airplane to the runway is crucial to a good landing. 

1. Before starting your landing approach, be sure you are standing with your shoulders parallel I 

runway. 

2. Make a rectangular approach to your landings. Sweeping arcs to a landing are OK but more difficult. 

Stay with a rectangular approach until you have it mastered. 

 
3. Slow the plane to 1/3 to½ throttle on the downwind leg of the approach. This will slow the plane 

making it easier to align your plane to the runway. Lower the speed slightly more on the base and 

final leg of your approach. 

 

4. When making the final tum to the runway, do not make the tum until the plane is over your 

shoulder. Trust me ... you will not fly into yourselfI 

5. Don’t just float the plane to the touch down. Carry enough power to allow you to have full control of 

the plane until you are a few feet off of the ground. 
 

6. Always be prepared for the wind. Make adjustments as needed to keep the plane on line to the 

appointed touch down spot. 

 
 
 

  Begin slowing the plane on the downwind le  . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Slow more on the base leg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

. Runway 

Pilot 

 

Figure 1, Landing Approach 
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Safety 

The Concept of Safety 

The safety of an activity includes many attributes, but perhaps the most important one is having the 

proper attitude toward safety. Safety is a concept which must be in one’s mind when undertaking 

potentially hazardous activity. This includes formulating the question: “What can go wrong, or how 

might this activity cause injury to myself or others?” The answers to these questions will allow us to 

take the next step, which is to develop strategies, practices, and habits to prevent an unintended 

consequence or accident. It is a matter of trying to think ahead, anticipating problems before they 

occur. One example of this would be the initiation of a takeoff roll from the very beginning of our 

longest runway rather than from a point closer to the departure end of the runway. If a loss of 

directional control were to occur and the airplane heads for the pilot stations, you and others standing 

there are in harms way. It is much better to initiate a takeoff from a position where no one is in front of 

the airplane. 

 

So we always need to be aware of potential dangers while we are flying or working on our models. 

Being self-critical is a necessary ingredient in safety. Often, we do things in a certain way just because 

we’ve always done it that way. Instead, why not challenge yourself as to what aspects of your hobby 

you might do differently to improve safety. At home, it might be how you use an electric saw or other 

tools in your workshop. At the field, it might be how to perform a flight maneuver in a manner which 

minimizes risk to yourself or others. 

 

Communication is a huge factor in safety! In 1977, one of the worst full-scale accidents occurred at 

Tenerife Island when a KLM 747 collided with a Pan Am 747 during a takeoff in dense fog. While 

there were several factors involved, poor communication was right there at the top of the list! A study 

of other NTSB accident reports reveals that poor communication is often a causal factor in an accident. 

 

Safety when flying model aircraft likewise requires good communication between the participants, 

especially at the pilot stations where each pilot must be aware of the intentions and activity of the other 

pilots. Foremost is the need to clear left and right before walking across a runway (or taxiing onto a 

runway) and to announce in a LOUD STRONG VOICE what you are doing. Also important is for each 

pilot flying to ACKNOWLEDGE another’s announcement; otherwise, there is no way for him to know 

if the announcement was heard. If you receive no acknowledgement of your announcement, the 

announcement should be repeated. Be mindful of noise that prevents your voice from being heard. To 

enhance communication, using the other person’s name is more effective in getting their attention. 

Simply put, we are trying to ELIMINATE SURPRISES. 

 

Early in my aviation career, an instructor revealed Murphy’s Law to our class, which states: “If 

anything can go wrong, it will.” It would behoove every pilot to subscribe to this law. 

 

RC Flight Simulators 

Simulation is effectively used in many technical areas today – aviation, marine, nuclear power and 

military operations, just to name a few. Likewise, the simulation of RC flight can provide a great 

amount of positive transfer in skill development and the learning of concepts. From my own 

experience, I can say unequivocally that my purchase of a high-quality simulator early in my RC 
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experience has been the best investment I have made in this hobby! For an investment of about $200, I 

probably have saved myself ten times that amount from crashing in the real world. A high-quality 

simulator will let you make nearly all of the common mistakes there are to make. Learning new 

maneuvers can be achieved without risking (sacrificing?) your real aircraft. Working out a maneuver 

on the simulator before doing it with the actual aircraft only makes good sense. And flying simulators is 

fun, offering many aircraft and flying sites to choose. 

 

There are several competing companies making RC simulation programs. It is not my place here to 

favor one over another, but I offer the following guidelines in choosing a simulator: 

 

– Be sure your computer will run the program, i.e. Mac and/or PC. Make sure you have a 

computer that will handle it, especially with regard to processor, RAM and video card. Check 

the manufacturer’s recommendations in this regard. The manufacturer will usually state both 

the minimum and ideal computer requirements. If an upgrade of your computer is necessary, a 

gaming type of video card will greatly enhance the display, everything else being adequate. 

– Choose a simulator which has a mode that will allow you to keep the ground in view at all 

times, as that is the mode you will want to use most of the time. Additionally, a mode which 

allows you to fly in a “Chase” position is very helpful in learning some maneuvers, such as 

rolling circles. 

– The program should at least allow you to change the basic individual aircraft characteristics, 

such as C.G., control surface deflections, dual rates, sub trims and exponential. The simulator 

aircraft should fly (or be adjustable to fly) as does its real-world counterpart. 

– Other features, such as choosing the type of engine on a particular model, are not as important, 

but will enhance your enjoyment of the program as time goes by and you want to experiment 

with different engines, propellers, etc. I choose my propellers for the actual model by 

comparing the various prop parameters on the simulator for the same or a very similar model. 

– Choose as high-end a simulator as your computer will handle. The simulator programs have 

been greatly enhanced in recent years. Trying to save $50 - $100 by getting an older version 

will deprive you of the latest refinements, and a year or so down the road you will be wishing 

you had something better. 

– Finally, try out as many simulators as is possible, at a friend’s or a hobby shop. A careful 

analysis will bring dividends, as not all simulators are created equal. 

 
Engine Starting and Testing 

Most of our accidents occur at the test stand, so I have much to say about safety in that regard. When 

first learning to start and test an engine, mistakes will be made but hopefully there is an awareness of 

those whirling paring knives we refer to as the propeller. Our attention is on what we are doing and we 

are taught to give the propeller much respect. An instructor is there, watching and keeping us out of 

trouble. After a few days of this routine, we began to feel comfortable with it all. In fact, it becomes so 

routine that we can do it almost without thinking. There-in lies the danger! How easy it is to extend 

one’s hand into the propeller arc while removing a glow plug or reaching for something on the bench 

while talking to someone, or generally not paying full attention to what we are doing. These test stand 

accidents continue to happen year after year. The following procedures will help to keep you from a 

trip to the emergency room! 
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- when removing a glow starter, do it from behind the airplane rather than reaching over the 

rotating propeller. It only takes a few seconds to step around the test stand and you’re going 

to  have to do that anyway to pick up the airplane. 

– Stand BEHIND rather than in front of or along side of your model when doing high power 

checks or adjusting the mixture. Placing yourself in the arc of the propeller is dangerous, as 

props can come off or shed blades. If others are in harms way, have them to move to a safe 

position before running up the power. 

– Before running up the power, look behind your model to see what might be affected by the prop 

blast and oil spray. Blowing someone’s wing off a table won’t earn you any kudos. 

– When you place your model on the ground, ask yourself where it is going if you accidentally 

bump the throttle open or a radio glitch causes your engine to suddenly go to full power. This 

has happened (Murphy’s Law), so carry your model to a safe place before setting it down. As 

you walk to the pilot station, keep your left thumb in front of the throttle to hold it closed. 

Taxiing in the pits should only be done when the area ahead is clear of personnel. 

– When others are starting their engine, it is appropriate to cease all extraneous conversation with 

them so as not to distract them. 

 

When starting an engine, it will sometimes kick back and run backwards with considerable power, 

enough power to push it backwards off the stand. This is why it is important to hold onto the airplane 

until you feel the prop blast pulling the airplane forward into the restraining poles. Another safety issue 

concerning a kick-back is that it frequently causes the prop to come loose, sometimes coming right off 

the crankshaft and bounce into one’s face (another good reason to wear eye protection). This loosening 

tendency of kick-backs really isn’t too surprising if you compare your engine-propeller combination to 

the way an impact wrench loosens a bolt; the suddenly applied torque of the kick-back tends to loosen 

the prop nut. Some of us use a starting technique in which we flip the prop backwards (opposite the 

normal rotation) to make the engine kick forward and hopefully start. This is not a problem, as the 

kick forward tends to tighten the prop. 

 

I have discovered that kick-backs will often loosen the prop in little increments. That should be a 

pointer to recheck prop nuts for tightness, maybe not after every kick-back but certainly after a few 

have occurred. And don’t be shy about getting the prop nut tight. Those four-way wrenches are handy 

for changing glow plugs and other low-torque jobs, but you will find it hard to deliver enough torque to 

adequately tighten a prop. I find a box-end wrench to be the best tool for the job. So preventing kick- 

backs is important, and the use of an electric starter is a big help. Apply its torque to the spinner until 

the engine has thoroughly “caught” and it will go a long way in preventing kick-backs. 

 

Blade failure is another hazard of propellers. When installing a propeller, be sure that no part of the 

spinner is touching the propeller because vibration and flexing will wear a grove across the blade, 

causing a stress point. To allow for blade flex, I like to have at least 1/16” of clearance between the 

blade and the spinner. If you find that the spinner fits too tightly, trim the spinner, not the prop. Gravel 

nicks in the blades also cause stress points and should be sanded out using strokes along the length of 

the blade, not across it, and be sure to remove all of the nick or the stress point will remain. Propellers 

undergo a lot of stress; rotational forces impart bending, flexing and centrifugal actions on the blades. 

To illustrate a stress point, try to peel a banana by breaking off the stem. Usually this results in the stem 
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bending and mashing the end of the banana. Now make a small nick across the stem with a paring knife 

and it will snap right off. 

 

An often overlooked safety precaution is to protect our hearing against noise damage. How much noise 

is damaging to the ears? To answer that question scientifically would require an instrumental 

measurement of sound level with regard to frequency, intensity, distance from the ear, and the duration 

of exposure. Of course, you are not likely to make these measurements at the flying field, so I offer the 

following: If you have to shout over background noise to be heard in conversation, you are likely 

being exposed to a dangerous level of noise, especially if the noise is painful or makes your ears ring. 

Loud noises can permanently destroy nerve endings in the ear – the more destroyed, the greater the 

hearing loss. Often tinnitus (constant ringing in the ears) develops and may become permanent. We can 

take a lesson from the skeet and range shooters; they wear hearing protection! As it is necessary to 

stand close to an engine when doing mixture adjustments, the propeller and engine noise is likely 

harmful unless you wear hearing protection in the form of ear plugs or muffs available at any hardware 

store. 

 
Safety During the Take-off and Climb 

When I think about what caused my crashes and other mishaps, I am reminded that poor airplane 

attitude control was a factor in nearly every case. But on a positive note, I can also recall many near- 

mishaps which were avoided by applying prompt attitude corrections, thus “saving the day”. Perhaps 

the suggestions which follow will help you to avoid those nasty crash sounds we all hate to hear. 

 

As you prepare to taxi onto the runway, check to be sure the runway is clear and that no one is landing 

or on final approach to land. When it is clear, announce to other pilots that you are taking off. Taxi on 

to the runway centerline, line up carefully, then gradually apply full power all the while steering the 

airplane with your left hand while it is on the ground. Assuming a trainer airplane with a tricycle 

landing gear, a slight amount of nose-up elevator on the right stick will prevent wheelbarrowing and 

improve directional control. Most days, you will have some crosswind (wind blowing across the 

runway). If so, use sufficient aileron into the crosswind to keep the wings level while on the ground; 

less aileron is needed as you gain speed. Establish and maintain a slight nose-up attitude to allow the 

airplane to fly off when it reaches sufficient flying speed. Avoid trying to force it into the air. 

 

So now the airplane has become airborne, and this is where things can become dicey in a hurry. And 

here is where airplane attitude control is what it is all about! These two things are paramount. (1) pitch 

the nose up to a 10-15 degree pitch attitude, keeping it there with prompt but gentle use of elevator. (2) 

Keep the wings level with prompt but gentle use of ailerons. Notice that both of these are accomplished 

with prompt but minimal control deflections. Use enough control movement to get the job done but 

don’t over-control. We don’t want steep pitch and bank attitudes which will make things happen too 

fast and make control difficult. If the airplane wanders off the desired heading, turn it back with a 

sufficient bank angle but no steeper than necessary; 10-15 degree bank angles are usually sufficient. 

Follow these attitude guidelines until you gain an altitude of at least 100 feet and it will make those 

takeoffs so much more enjoyable. 

 

As you gain experience in this hobby and move up to higher performance airplanes, I urge you to seek 

the assistance of a proficient flyer to help you with that first flight. It is a big help to have someone else 

make trim adjustments on your transmitter while you devote your attention to controlling the airplane. 
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If it is a new airplane on a maiden flight, having an experienced flyer check the airplane before the 

flight can avoid some pitfalls. You might even ask them to fly the airplane first in order to iron out any 

trim and control travel issues before you fly it yourself. In any case, announce to others present that it is 

a maiden flight. Often, they will stand down from their flying so you are not distracted by other 

airplanes. As the airplane leaves the ground, you are not sure how well trimmed it will be, so 

establishing and maintaining the proper attitude can be rather demanding. To practice this scenario 

beforehand, use a simulator to make takeoffs with the trims deliberately mis-set to extreme positions. 

Having another person mis-set them while you are looking elsewhere will sharpen your ability to 

control a grossly out-of-trim airplane as it becomes airborne. This will help you be ready for the 

unexpected on the day of the test flight. 

 
Compensating for the Effect of Wind 

This section considers the effect of wind on the aircraft and applying the proper corrections necessary 

to achieve an intended track (flight path) over the ground. Probably the most common misconception in 

aviation is the relationship between an aircraft and the air mass in which it flies! To begin, it is 

necessary to understand what we refer to as the “wind” is really a term which refers to the movement 

of the air mass over the ground. Standing on the ground, we feel this relative movement between the air 

mass and the earth and experience it as a “wind”. Likewise, an aircraft on the ground “feels” the wind, 

so in this instance we could refer to the airplane as a “ground machine”. But as an aircraft becomes 

airborne, it becomes supported by the air mass rather than by the ground, and it no longer “feels” the 

wind. For example, a balloon “feels” the force of the wind when tethered to the ground, but not after it 

is released and becomes supported by the air mass. At that time, there ceases to be any horizontal 

relative motion between the balloon and the air mass, and as the air mass moves over the ground it 

carries the balloon with it. Occupants of the balloon, being a part of it, do not feel the wind as they fly, 

only when it is tethered to the ground. 

 

The effect on an airplane is the same, except that the airplane must fly through the air mass with an 

airspeed sufficient to generate lift to support itself in the air mass, unlike the balloon which is buoyant. 

As long as the air mass movement (wind) remains steady, the airplane does not “feel” the wind. The 

only wind that an airplane “feels” is the “relative wind” created by its own motion through the air 

mass. The relative wind is always opposite in direction to the movement of the aircraft through the air 

mass and is entirely independent of the air mass moving over the ground. An extreme example of this 

would be a situation where the airplane is pointed (headed) straight at the ground. In this case, the 

relative wind would be coming straight up from the ground, opposite the flight path of the airplane. 

 

Refer to Figure 2 (next page). The cruising airspeed (or relative wind) of the airplane is 80 MPH 

through the air mass, regardless of its heading. Notice how the groundspeed has changed between 

flying upwind vs. downwind. As the power setting is the same in both cases, it is easy to see how the 

range of the airplane is much greater when flying downwind. This is also referred to as flying with a 

tailwind, although the airplane does not “feel” any wind pushing on its tail. The airplane is merely 

getting the benefit of an air mass which is moving in the same direction as the airplane. 

 

Refer to Figure 3. When flying with a crosswind the movement of the air mass causes the airplane to 

move sideways with a drift angle, but only in relation to its intended flight path over the ground. The 

airplane is actually flying straight through the air mass. To prevent the airplane from drifting from the 
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Heading into the wind (upwind) or away from the wind (downwind) 

has no effect on airspeed. Only the groundspeed will change by the 

amount of the headwind or tailwind component. 
 

Figure 2. 
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In the illustration below, the airplane pilot is attempting to fly to Point “B” but the 

air mass (wind) has carried the airplane 15 miles north to Point “C” during a period 
of one hour. Therefore, to get to Point “B”, the pilot must initially head to a point 

which is south of Point “B” to allow for the wind effect. On this new heading, as 
determined by the pilot, the airplane will be flying straight through the air mass but 

with a ground track which will take it to Point “B”. 
 

During this time, the balloon pilot likewise will have experienced a drift to a point 

15 miles north, but would not feel the wind blowing in his/her face if he/she were 

to look south, as the balloon is being carried by the moving air mass (wind). 
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(The “wind” is the movement of the airmass over the ground. 
The airplane and balloon are carried over the ground by the 
moving air mass (wind). Neither “feels”” the wind unless the 
wind changes, as in a gust. 

 
Figure 3. 
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intended course, we must establish a drift-correction angle which can be calculated based on a known 

wind condition. In actual practice, we use a trial and error method of trying different headings to find 

one that will keep us on the intended course line. It is important to keep in mind that there is no need to 

hold rudder toward the wind, as the airplane is flying straight in the air mass and does not feel any wind 

from the side. If a chosen drift-correction heading is not keeping us on course, we simply make a 

coordinated turn to a slightly different heading and try that for a while. 

 

So there it is! Well not quite. Refer to Figure 4.  How about when our airplane is in a turn and we wish 

to turn with a constant radius around a point on the ground?   Remember that two variables which 

affect radius of turn are speed (velocity) and angle of bank. Higher speeds cause much longer radii, as 

it is a squared function. Simply put, twice the speed will quadruple the radius of turn for a given angle 

of bank. If we are referencing our turn to a point on the ground, then the airplane’s groundspeed will 

affect the radius of turn over the ground. And where will the groundspeed be the highest? When flying 

with a direct tailwind (headed downwind), of course. Similarly, the slowest groundspeed will be when 

flying with a direct headwind (or headed upwind). So it becomes a matter of preventing the turn radius 

from elongating when flying with a tailwind (downwind) by using a relatively steep bank angle to 

compensate for the high groundspeed. Similarly, when the groundspeed is slow, we need a relatively 

shallow bank angle to compensate and prevent the turn radius from being foreshortened. As the 

airplane flies the circle, we keep a constant radius by varying the bank as the groundspeed changes 

during the turn. This is all very simple if you just remember: the downwind heading is the steepest 

bank in the turn, and the upwind heading is the shallowest bank in the turn. Of course, it takes practice! 

In a strong wind, the bank may vary from 5 degrees on the upwind heading to 60 degrees on the 

downwind heading. (If you’re not comfortable with a 60 degree bank, then use a longer radius.) 

 

The wind definitely creates other problems for us as it gets stronger. This is because irregularities of the 

terrain, objects such as trees and buildings, berms, uneven heating of the earth surface, and the 

gustiness of the wind all create updrafts, downdrafts, and rotational swirls of the air which the aircraft 

can definitely “feel”, much like a kayak running a white water river. And since the aircraft can feel 

these changes in the wind, it is now correct to say that the wind “pushed” the aircraft up, down, 

sideways, or created sudden changes in its attitude, altitude, airspeed and lift. To more effectively 

control an aircraft under windy conditions, it is strongly advisable to tack on a little extra airspeed 

during a climb from the runway and while making an approach to a landing. Using some power during 

an approach to land will enable you to make an approach with a normal descent angle (rather than with 

a steep approach in a power-off glide) and will also provide better elevator response on most airplanes. 

Too shallow an approach should be avoided too, as there is a great tendency for the airspeed to get too 

slow by underestimating the considerable amount of power required to maintain a safe airspeed. 

 
Hand-Launching Airplanes 

Many of the airplanes on the market have no landing gear and must therefore be hand-launched. Some 

of these are high-performance machines, usually powered with a ducted-fan motor. Upon release, there 

is some uncertainty as to which way the airplane will go until it accelerates to a climb speed. To avoid 

scaring, if not injuring, someone at an adjacent pilot station, the following guidelines are 

recommended: 
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Figure 4. Flying a Turn Around a Point 



1. When traffic is taking off and landing to the south, (south wind), hand launching should be 

from a position south of any other pilot station in use, and the launch should be made while 

standing on the runway. This will often dictate flying from the southern-most pilot station. 

Of course, be sure the runway is not in use and announce your intentions. 

2. When traffic is taking off and landing to the north (north wind), hand launching should be 

from a position north of any other pilot station in use, and likewise, the launch should be 

made while standing on the runway. 

3. With westerly winds, hand-launching should be made into the wind while standing west of 

the desired pilot station. 

4. With easterly winds, hand launching should be from the grassy area well north of the pilot 

stations, being mindful of anybody in the helicopter area. Discussing and coordinating your 

plans with those flying helicopters is essential to prevent surprises and a contentious 

situation. 

5. Control-line fliers also use this area occasionally, so discussion to work out a shared use of 

the space is essential. 

6.  If possible, have a competent assistant launch your model, making immediate control of it 

more assured. 

 

The key elements to this are: (1) to anticipate where your model might errantly go during a hand launch 

and avoid the possibility of “buzzing” somebody, (2) good communication, and (3) using good 

judgment and adapting to the situation and adjusting your procedure to achieve a safe operation. By 

announcing your intention to launch and where you intend to do it, we can all be spared an unpleasant 

surprise. And please realize that anytime you are standing west of the pilot stations you are in the 

takeoff and landing zone, so be sure to announce that you are “ON/CROSSING THE RUNWAY”. 

 

Three-Channel Airplanes 

Most indoor and a few of the outdoor slow airplanes are designed without ailerons, thus they normally 

operate with only three channels in use on the transmitter. Such designs have enough dihedral in the 

wings to permit in-flight turns to be made with rudder alone, as the skidding action produced will cause 

the airplane to roll into a bank for the turn. On these transmitter set-ups, the rudder channel is on the 

right-hand stick of the transmitter, giving one the feeling he/she is operating non-existent ailerons in 

flight while actually operating the rudder. We also find ourselves steering the airplane on the ground 

with the right-hand stick rather than using the left-hand stick as we would do with a four-channel 

airplane, thereby setting up a bad habit which will tend to carry over to the day when we are again 

flying our four-channel airplanes. The dormant left hand has, for months, been used only for throttle 

control. So it should come as no surprise that, upon returning to our four-channel airplanes, we will 

have erratic directional control while attempting to steer with the right-hand stick. 

 

The solution to preventing this bad habit is to NOT steer those three-channel airplanes on the ground 

with the right-hand stick. How so? Consider the following possible solutions. (Some may not be 

feasible, depending upon your transmitter capabilities.) 

 

17. The best solution is to add ailerons to your airplane, upgrading to a four-channel receiver 

and using a four-channel transmitter. This will not be feasible in many cases; if so, proceed to 

the next step. 
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1. On many four-channel transmitters, it is possible to use a mixing feature which will permit the 

use of either stick for rudder control. With this, you can steer the airplane on the ground with 

the left stick and make turns in flight with the right-hand stick. 

2. If, for whatever reason, the rudder will not function with the left stick, you might hand launch 

your takeoffs and attempt to steer the airplane on landing rolls by using the inoperative left 

stick. Of course, this stick is non-functional so it can’t prevent a ground loop, but at least you 

will be reinforcing a correct habit rather than establishing a bad one! 

 

By following these suggestions, you might find out in the spring that your four-channel flying starts out 

much better, and that directional control problems in the past were not so much being rusty as having 

developed a bad habit. 

 
Batteries 

The “care and feeding of batteries” is very much a safety issue. As this is a lengthy subject unto itself, 

be mindful that I am not attempting to provide all of the information you must know regarding 

batteries, but enough to alert you to the need to explore authoritative sources of information on the 

several types of battery chemistries we use in this hobby. Three commonly used batteries used in RC 

flying are: nickel cadmium (NiCad), nickel metal hydride (NiMH), and lithium polymer (LiPo). Each 

battery type has advantages and disadvantages for particular applications – another topic to read about. 

Each requires a charger designed for that particular type. The more exotic chargers are usually designed 

to charge all three types but must be configured for the battery in question. Be aware that new batteries 

with different chemistries are being introduced on the market; one must learn to handle each type 

appropriately. Common errors include: re-charging or discharging at too high a rate; use of the wrong 

charger (or wrong charger setting) for the type of battery; unbalanced cells; over-discharging, causing 

polarity reversal of a cell within a battery pack; and physical damage to a battery. Bear in mind that 

lithium batteries, while very light and efficient, are the most hazardous and should never be recharged 

without placing them on a non-combustible surface or in a suitable container, and either remaining in 

the room with them or placing them in a location where a fire or explosion will have no great 

consequences. Having said that, here are a few guidelines that generally apply to all batteries. 

First, we don’t want our battery to ever become discharged in flight to the point where the receiver 

ceases to function. Most of the “electric” aircraft have a low-voltage cut-off circuit which will still 

allow control of the aircraft even though the battery will no longer run the motor, thus permitting a 

controlled but non-powered landing. Glow or gas engine-powered aircraft rely on the battery to remain 

above a critical voltage for the radio receiver; once it drops below that voltage you will be helplessly 

watching your aircraft crash. So, limit the number of successive flights within a safe envelope for your 

particular battery. Between flights, check it with a voltmeter designed for that purpose if you have any 

doubts. 

 

Recharging of batteries should take place not more than one day prior to the intended flight, as 

batteries will self-discharge while sitting idle, particularly those of the NiMH chemistry. As you acquire 

several aircraft (and of course several batteries), you will find a need to invest in a multi-task 

sophisticated charger which will perform a number of tests on batteries of various chemistries. Only by 

periodically testing a battery for serviceable capacity can you be assured it will not likely fail in flight. 

 

The following web site will be helpful on the subject of batteries. A Google search will reveal many 

others, but this is one of the best. http://www.batteryuniversity.com 
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CCRCC Field Policies - Updated 01-10-13 

1. Models may be flown every from 8:00 AM until dark (this means no running of gas or glow engines before 

these times). 

2. The entrance gate to the flying field will remain open while any club members are present. The gate cable 

and padlock should be re-locked even while the field is occupied and the gate is open. The last flyer to leave 

the facility is responsible for closing and locking the gate. 

3. While flying or visiting, park only in the car parking area. The small parking area near the shelter is 

intended for temporary parking only while unloading and loading your equipment. This policy is to be 

observed even when others are not present. 

4. All trash is to be disposed of in the outside trash containers only. Empty aluminum cans and plastic bottles 

are to be deposited in the containers located in the club house that are intended solely for that purpose (those 

items will be recycled). 
5. A portable potty house is provided all year round. 

6. Upon leaving, make certain the refrigerator door in the club house is closed, all lights are turned off, and the 

club house window and doors are closed and latched. Do not lock the walk-in door. 

7. If using the club's gas grilles, make sure all valves are turned off and the grilles are cleaned when finished. 

8. Keep the entire site clean by checking the area and discarding rubbish before leaving. 

9. Cigarette butts are NOT to be discarded on the ground. Use the ash receptacles provided at the club house. 

10. If ever asked by a fellow CCRCC member to abide by any of these rules, kindly comply without 

becoming defensive. It is easier for one to look the other way than it is to confront an offender. This 

must be appreciated and kept in mind. Similarly, use tact and be polite when reminding others to abide 

by the rules. 

11. The Club is obligated NOT to fly any glow, gas, or electric powered ducted fan model aircraft during 

Graveside and Memorial Day services at the cemetery. Electric powered slow flyers are permitted to fly. The 

dates and times of the services will be posted on the Club House door. Stop flying 15 minutes before the 

posted start time and wait 45 minutes after the posted start time to fly again. It is a good idea to drive to the 

cemetery to make sure the services are over before resuming. 

12. All pilots must abide by the most recent edition of the Academy of Model Aeronautics National Model 

Aircraft Safety Code. These rules are posted in the member handbook and the club house. 
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CCRCC Flying Field Rules - Updated 01-10-13 

1. Only current CCRCC members with current AMA membership are permitted to fly at the field. Guest pilots 

with current AMA membership are permitted to fly on a temporary basis if accompanied by a CCRCC 

member. Proof of AMA membership is required of guest pilots. 

2. Frequency Control is in use at all times. All pilots using 72 MHz transmitters will display their current 

CCRCC and AMA membership cards on the frequency board while flying. Pilots using 2.4 GHz transmitters 

will display their CCRCC and AMA membership cards visibly on their person or radio when flying. Badge 

holders for guests will also be provided in the CCRCC bulletin board in the clubhouse. 

3. Pilots must use one of the (5) designated pilot stations. Exception: Pilots flying park flyers or gliders 

may use the area to the Southeast of the field along the fence, and when there is no Helicopter activity, 

they may use the area Northeast of the club house. No more than two (2) persons are allowed with the 

pilot when flying. 

4. All pilots, when flying, must be no closer to the runway than the existing pilot stations. Pilots are not 

permitted on the runway unless placing or picking up a model before or after the flight. Standing behind the 

model during takeoff is discouraged. Walking across the runway in order to land is not allowed. 

5. Flying over the taxi/pit area, spectator area, or the parking area is NOT permitted. Flying behind the 

fence is not permitted. Flying of fixed wing aircraft to the East of the parking area is not permitted. 

Flight over the access road to the south is discouraged. Helicopter flight over the parking lot is 

prohibited. 

6. Flying over the interstate highway to the North and Northeast, over the cemetery to the West, and over 

the houses to the Southeast is prohibited. (Flying should be restricted to the tree line on the West side 

of the field). Complaints from over-flying models or models crashed near residences may be the 

greatest threat to losing the flying site. These rules must be strictly adhered to. 

7. No extended engine running is allowed in the pit area. When needing to run an engine for an extended 

time, use the Southeast corner of the field, not the pits. 

8. Modelers are encouraged to take noise reduction techniques into account when designing and/or building 

models. The Club’s goal is to limit aircraft noise to 98 dBA at three meters. Noise exposure is a factor for 

both retention of the club flying site and modeler hearing loss. 

9. When starting and running engines in the pit area, modelers should position their aircraft to minimize risk to 

others from debris, runaway models or propellers. 

10. Taxi your model with extreme caution. Be aware that models are subject to the same “glitches” and pilot 

error on the ground that they are in the air. If the pits are occupied, Do Not taxi in this area. 

11. The worktables are provided for temporary work on models. They are not for storing your aircraft or 

equipment during a flying session. 

12. All models must conform to the AMA Safety Code. REMINDER: You must have your AMA number/or 

your name and address somewhere on or in your plane where it can be easily found. 

13. There is a fifteen (15) minute limit on flying time if others are waiting for a radio channel or pilot 

station. Please be courteous and monitor your flying time so that everybody has a chance to fly. 
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CCRCC Flying Safety Guidelines 

1. A range test, both with the engine off and with the engine running should be done before the very first 

flight of a new model. It is also a good idea to do this range test before the first flight of every day. 

Refer to the instructions that came with your radio system. (Generally, most systems should operate at a 

distance of 100' from the model with only the first segment of the TX antenna extended). Using a 

voltmeter to monitor the receiver battery is also a good idea. 

 

2. When another member is starting or getting ready to start his engine, discontinue conversation so that he 

can concentrate and will not be distracted. 

 

3. Before starting your engine, make sure all associated gear (starter, transmitter) are within reach and 

placed where intended. Be deliberate, not casual in your actions. If using a neck strap, be certain it or 

any loose clothing will not become caught in the propeller. Never stand in the propeller arc of a running 

engine 

 

4. For planes that have larger engines, an assistant or a mechanical holder is advised to hold the model 

while starting. 

 

5. Always test the operation of the control surfaces before every flight to be certain that both the transmitter 

and receiver are on, that the controls operate and that they operate in the correct direction. Also listen 

for abnormal noises coming from the servos and control surfaces. 

 

6. Observe the traffic pattern of previous flyers before entering the runway and unless conditions have 

changed, that same pattern should be adhered to. Usually but not always, the flight path is determined 

by the prevailing wind direction. Similarly, close-in maneuvers should be done in the pattern" following 

the same direction as takeoff. 

 

7. If there are other pilots in the air, communicate with them by announcing your intentions when entering 

the runway and "TAKING OFF". Lift-off on your model should not take place until your plane has 

cleared all pilot stations. When flying with less experienced pilots, it is a good idea to announce when 

you will be doing a low, close-in fly-by over the runway so as not to startle them. Never do a low fly-by 

in the direction opposite the traffic pattern. If there are other pilots in the air, you should announce when 

you are "LANDING". 

 
8. If you have to cross the flight line to retrieve a model that has crashed or stuck in the grass, make 

sure the way is clear, clearly announce your intentions by announcing "On The Field" to other 

pilots and make certain they acknowledge. Be courteous by moving quickly and taking the most 
direct path to get behind the line of flight. 

 

9. Do not be intimidated by other pilots who have larger, faster, louder, or more expensive models than you. 

As a paying, rules-abiding member, you have the same rights to airspace as any other member. 

Similarly, if you would rather land than become distracted by another model, this is your prerogative. 

 

10. Refrain from taking off across the runway (especially if this against or across the established pattern). 

Never hand- launch a model from the pits of from behind the flight line. 

 

11. Flying alone could be dangerous. If flying alone, it is a good idea to check that the Club's telephone is 

operating, or to have a cell phone. 

 

12. If you think there is something wrong with your model, there probably is. Trust your instincts. 
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Academy of Model Aeronautics National Model Aircraft Safety Code 

Effective January 1, 2018 

A model aircraft is a non-human-carrying device capable of sustained flight within visual line of sight of the pilot or spotter(s). It 

may not exceed limitations of this code and is intended exclusively for sport, recreation, education and/or competition. All model 

flights must be conducted in accordance with this safety code and related AMA guidelines, any additional rules specific to the 

flying site, as well as all applicable laws and regulations. 

As an AMA member I agree: 

• I will not fly a model aircraft in a careless or reckless manner. 

• I will not interfere with and will yield the right of way to all human-carrying aircraft using AMA’s See and 

Avoid Guidance and a spotter when appropriate. 

• I will not operate any model aircraft while I am under the influence of alcohol or any drug that could adversely 

affect my ability to safely control the model. 

• I will avoid flying directly over unprotected people, moving vehicles, and occupied structures. 

• I will fly Free Flight (FF) and Control Line (CL) models in compliance with AMA’s safety programming. 

• I will maintain visual contact of an RC model aircraft without enhancement other than corrective lenses 

prescribed to me. When using an advanced flight system, such as an autopilot, or flying First-Person View (FPV), I will 

comply with AMA’s Advanced Flight System programming. 

• I will only fly models weighing more than 55 pounds, including fuel, if certified through AMA’s Large Model 

Airplane Program. 

• I will only fly a turbine-powered model aircraft in compliance with AMA’s Gas Turbine Program. 

• I will not fly a powered model outdoors closer than 25 feet to any individual, except for myself or my helper(s) 

located at the flightline, unless I am taking off and landing, or as otherwise provided in AMA’s Competition 

Regulation. 

• I will use an established safety line to separate all model aircraft operations from spectators and bystanders. 

 

For a complete copy of AMA’s Safety Handbook please visit: www.modelaircraft.org/files/100.pdf. 
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Liability Insurance Program For Site Owners 

 

The AMA General Liability Insurance Program insuring AMA, members and clubs for liability resulting from 

aeromodeling activities includes broad and unique coverage for flying site owners. AMA recognizes the importance of 

providing site owners with insurance to protect them for potential liability for injury or damage resulting from club 

activities on a flying site and has negotiated a custom policy with a major insurer to provide such coverage. 

 

This policy has special coverage provisions for site owners as follows: 

1. Westchester Surplus Lines Insurance Company has an A.M. Best rating of A+ XV. 

2. Authorization for AMA to issue certificates of insurance naming site owners as additional insured. This is 

the equivalent of issuing an endorsement to the policy and assures the site owner of coverage equal to or 

exceeding coverage for AMA, its members and clubs. 

3. Site owner’s coverage through AMA is primary. This means that the AMA policy pays on the site 

owner’s behalf without involvement of the site owner’s own insurance. 

4. Acts voiding coverage by any other insured do not apply to site owners. Should an AMA member or club 

either do something, or fail to do something that voids coverage for that member or club, the site owner 

still has coverage under this policy. 

5. Contractual liability coverage. This coverage clause reinforces the club’s contractual obligations (if any) 

to indemnify and hold harmless the site owner for injury or damage in connection with the club’s use of 

the site. 

6. The policy limit is $2,500,000 per occurrence (accident) and $5,000,000 annually for all claims per 

location (flying site). This limit of liability usually exceeds the site owner’s requirements and the per 

location aggregate means the site owner does not share the limit with other site owners. It has the effect 

of a separate policy for each site owner. 

7. The insurer must give AMA 90 days notice of cancellation or non-renewal. This allows ample time for 

AMA to replace the coverage and to notify certificate holders of the change in coverage. AMA pays the 

entire annual premium at the beginning of the policy year so the policy cannot be cancelled for non-

payment. 
 

While this policy provides very broad coverage, as with any policy, there are limitations and exclusions. 

The actual policy should be reviewed and site owners may want to consult their insurance agent, 

insurance advisor or risk manager. 

 

Coverage questions need to be directed to the Safety &Member Benefits Department at AMA 

Headquarters in Muncie, IN (800) 435-9262 or insurance@modelaircraft.org. 
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Claims Contact Information 
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How to file an insurance claim 
 

1. The AMA member causing the accident should call AMA Headquarters and provide an initial report of the 

incident. Serious injury and major property damage losses must be reported immediately. AMA will forward the 

appropriate claim form with specific instructions to the member, club officer, and/or Contest Director (if the 

accident occurred at a sanctioned event). 

2. The AMA member returns the completed and signed form and any necessary documentation required for the 

claim. Upon receipt of the necessary documentation, AMA will forward the information to the appropriate 

independent claims adjuster/Third Party Administrators (TPA) who will review and process the claim. 
 

NOTES: 

 

AMA insurance is “secondary” or “excess” insurance. So, in addition to notifying AMA Headquarters of the 

accident, this also means an AMA member must first file the incident through any other insurance available to him 

or her: i.e. homeowners, renters, automobile, health insurance, etc. If the primary insurance covers the total claim 

amount, the member should let the AMA know so that we may close the file. 

 

Claims are handled in the order in which they are received. Members are asked to please be patient during the 

summer because this is our peak time for claims. Claims are processed as quickly as possible. 

 

Deductibles: All deductibles are the responsibility of the insured member ($250 for property damage, no deductible 

for bodily injury, $750 for medical claims, and $100 for Fire, Theft, & Vandalism claims). This deductible is 

separate from any other deductibles involving primary coverage for other insurance companies (typically 

homeowners or group health through employers). 

 

Final decisions on what is covered and how much is paid are made by an independent Third Party 

Administrator (TPA) based upon the terms and conditions of the appropriate policy. 

 

AMA members receive up to three types of insurance coverage with their membership as a benefit:1 

 

• Accident/Medical (AD&D): this coverage applies when a member injures himself or herself in a 

modelrelated incident. 

• Commercial General Liability (CGL): this coverage applies when a member damages someone else’s 

property or injures someone else. Damage to a member’s own property is not covered since you cannot be 

liable to yourself, and there is no coverage if a member injures someone in his own family. 

• Fire, Vandalism, and Theft (FTV): this coverage applies when a member’s aircraft and/or RC equipment is 

damaged, destroyed, or stolen. Theft coverage applies only when the theft is from a member’s locked vehicle 

or dwelling (including member’s garage). 

 

Coverage under any of the above policies is subject to actual terms and conditions of the policy. A specimen 

copy is located in the AMA Documents section of the AMA website. 
 

1 Park Pilot members only receive liability coverage up to $500,000 as a benefit through their Park Pilot membership. AD&D and 

FTV are not included.  
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ACCIDENT DOCUMENTATION POLICY 

Note: CCRCC assumes no responsibility or liability, in whole or in part, for any injuries 

or property damage resulting from any accident, incident or other club activity, regardless 

of the cause. All liability and litigation is strictly between the parties involved. 

 

In case of an accident, each party should record the following information: 

 

- Date and time of occurrence. 

 

- Other party's name, address, telephone number, AMA number and expiration date. 

 

- A brief description of the circumstances surrounding the accident. 

 

- Description of injuries and/or property damage. 

 

- Names, addresses and phone numbers of any witnesses. 

 

AMA insurance is “excess” to any other applicable coverage, such as homeowner's. 

AMA insurance has a $250.00 deductible for Property Damage, and a $750.00 

deductible for personal injuries. See the latest AMA Insurance Summary for an 

explanation of coverage. 

 

Any AMA member who causes an accident resulting in an injury or property damage 

must report that accident immediately to AMA headquarters. 
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ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 

Date and time of occurrence:        A.M. / P.M. 

Other Party's name:     

Address:    

Phone:    

AMA Number: Exp. Date:    
 

Brief description of circumstances:    
 

 

 

 
 

Description of injuries and/or property damage:    
 

 

 

 
 

 

Witnesses: Name Address Phone 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Note:  
- AMA insurance is “excess” to any other applicable coverage, such as 

homeowner's. 

 

-Any AMA member who causes an accident resulting in an injury or property 

damage must report that accident immediately to AMA headquarters. 

 

- CCRCC assumes no responsibility or liability, in whole or in part, for any 

injuries or property damage resulting from any accident, incident or other club 

activity, regardless of the cause. All liability and litigation is strictly between the 

parties involved. 
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